Good morning to you all,
Happily I have managed to get a few cards done this
week, whether that was inspired by my trip over to the
Range on Tuesday, or from video’s I am watching on
YouTube each morning while exercising, I have no idea?
I am just hoping it continues whatever the trigger may
have been!
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Sunday, October 7, 2018

I have to delve into one of the giant drawers under the
bed later & find a card to send to a cousin who
celebrates her birthday in the week. She pretty much
likes all of my stuff so picking out a card for her will be
a pleasure.
The calendar is pretty bare for the coming week,
though I do need a trip to the High Street at some
stage. So hopefully I will not only get some stamping
practice in & get more stamping practice on my new
stamp platform.
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But I really need to get some work done too as the files
are depleting rapidly – though if I could quit deleting
stuff from them it would slow down the process
dramatically!!!!
Image 1: The current Fine China paper collection will
pass into week two today, so a way to go with this one
yet. Happily it is a favourite of mine so I won’t be
binning any along the way, as I have been known to do
with other collections!
Image 2: Here is another of those images that I have
enhanced in order to fit the circle directly in the centre
& then created the decoupage layers from there.
I think it is the colours in this image that attracted me?
Image 3: The first of those three projects I came up
with recently & the main difference with these in
comparison to previous projects is in the project notes
themselves.
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Image 5: The second of four in these quad paper sets, again
I simply used a couple of the floral papers I had already
created to accompany other stuff & added a polka dot & a
stripe paper to coordinate with them.
Images 6, 7 & 8: The final set from these floral trios coming
up for you this week, here I picked out the final layer from
decoupage sheets, that I have already uploaded in the past,
& used it to create a new image, Then I went on to create a
background using the new image before finally creating the
matching envelope.
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Image 9: the first of the Christmas stuff for the coming
week is this image of Santa. I couldn’t do much with it
because of the falling snow obscuring the outlines &so
ruling out decoupage.
I could have gone for a stacked image I guess but I have
never quite decided whether you like those or not, so in the
end I decided on a bunch of mirrored toppers!
But they will make real quick cards if you are in a hurry, or
become the centre piece for something more ornate if you
have some time to play?
Image 10: I thought I would pick out a few Christmas
images that I like, but would take too long, or are too
complex to create decoupage from & team them up.

I am regularly asked for measurements in inches so recently managed to find a
ruler with both etched on. So when I was typing up the notes I measured
everything in both & added them to the notes as I went along.
But there is another difference; I have listed all of the dies I have used in the
project so you can use the same ones if you have them.
Image 4: Another card kit from the cake file now, I really enjoyed playing
around with these images, creating papers to team up with them etc. I
particularly like the pink in this one & it looks great as a polka dot background!

Then I created a polka dot backing sheet to accompany
each image, & put them all together in one file so it will be
easy to download for you & ended up with this design set.
Image 11: The bonus sheet for this morning is this second
sheet of ‘extras’ to accompany the current paper collection.
I often merge a few shapes together to create the exact
shape I want & then convert that into a digital punch.
So a sheet of stamping tags that will accompany anything
you use the current paper collection on, as well as in their
own right.
Rita x

